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Did the Persian dynasty start before Jesus

Sun Myung Moon
October 10, 2011
Hoon Dok Hae
Ocean Cheonjeong Palace Hotel in Geomundo, 9.14 by the H.C.

Note: These notes are taken from a video clip of the web page Peace TV. This translation cannot be published
as definitive texts and should never be used in the future as an “official” publication of True Father’s words.
However, they do provide a good idea of the “spirit” of the message. — Rev. Katsumi Kambashi

Mrs. Yang read Father’s speech given on March 23, 1970.

“Did the Persian dynasty start before Jesus’ time or after that? (Nobody answered) It was about 700 years before
Jesus.

(Using his hands to explain) At number 7, partners can meet each other and therefore the dynasty started more
than 700 years ago before Jesus time. That was the absolute dynasty (which should have been realized on
God’s side) before the human fall.

(Father seemed concerned about the camera shooting for a second.)

The Persian dynasty was the absolute dynasty. The constitutional monarchy has a reversed form and therefore it
is centered on woman (for example, Queen Elizabeth II of England), but the blood lineage isn’t consistent.
Consequently they don’t resemble the previous generation. The seeds are different and so they don’t resemble
their previous generation.

(Katsumi: I think Father talks here the importance of the unbroken blood lineage of Kings which can be inherited
through sons.)

What happened at the time of Noah? Ham covered with a blanket his father Noah who had been naked, which
was considered a sin. That had been a puzzle which could not be solved. One could say ‘Ham did a good thing
and what’s wrong with it?’ His child must have greeted Noah, even taken off his clothes too. His mother was not
there and his son should have found and brought her to him. The Messiah of the Second Coming must reverse
what the false parents did and restore the original ideal.”

“Do you know the palace of the Persian dynasty? That is the origin of the modern culture centering on
alphabets.”

“Since there had not been God’s tradition and blood lineage on earth, nobody could resemble God. I reversed
everything and yesterday I had a ceremony and you don’t know that. Five people here know that. I am finished
with the last proclamation. Today is the first day when God and True Parents hold Hoon Dok Hae in one place.”

Father urged Mrs. Yang to be finished reading within 7 minutes and left to go fishing before dawn.
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